Quantifying the spatial pattern of landscapes has become a common task of many studies in landscape ecology. Most of the existing software to compute landscape metrics is not well suited to be used in interactive environments such as Jupyter notebooks nor to be included as part of automated computational workflows. This article presents PyLandStats, an open-source Python library to compute landscape metrics within the scientific Python stack. The PyLandStats package provides a set of methods to undertake recurrent approaches to quantify landscape patterns, such as the analysis of the spatiotemporal patterns of land use/land cover change or gradient analysis. The implementation is based on the prevailing Python libraries for geospatial data analysis in a way that they can be forthwith integrated into complex computational workflows. Notably, the provided methods offer a large variety of options so that users can employ PyLandStats in the way that best supports their needs. The source code is publicly available, and is organized in a modular object-oriented structure that enhances its maintainability and extensibility. 6 relatively homogeneous conditions, where the size, shape and configuration of patches 7 significantly affects key ecosystem functions such as biodiversity and fluxes of organisms 8 and materials [2]. 9 Recent decades have seen the development of a series of landscape metrics that 10 quantify several aspects of the spatial pattern of landscapes [3-5]. In a context of 11 significant advances in geographical information systems (GIS) and increasing 12 availability of land use/land cover (LULC) datsets, landscape metrics have been 13 implemented within a variety of software packages [6]. The present article introduces 14
Introduction 1
Landscape ecology is based on the notion that the spatial pattern of landscapes strongly 2 influences the ecological processes that occur upon them [1] . From this perspective, 3 quantifying the spatial patterns of landscapes becomes a central prerequisite to the 4 study of the pattern-process relationships. Landscape ecologists often view landscapes 5 as an heterogeneous spatial mosaic of discrete patches, each representing a zone of that zero values in the array represent pixels with no data. Otherwise, the no-data value 40 can be specified by means of the nodata keyword argument. A Landscape instance can 41 be plotted at any moment by using its plot landscape method. 42 Computing data frames of landscape metrics 43 Landscape metrics might be classified into two main groups (see the section "1.1 List of 44 implemented metrics" of Text S1 for a list and classification of the metrics implemented 45 in PyLandStats). The first concerns metrics that provide a scalar value for each patch 46 of the landscape, which are often referred to as patch-level metrics. The second consists 47 of metrics that provide a scalar value that aggregates a characteristic of interest over a 48 set of the patches. This second group allows for an additional distinction between 49 class-level metrics, which are computed over all patches of a given LULC class, and 50 landscape-level metrics, which are those computed over all the patches of a landscape. 51 For a given Landscape instance, the patch-level metrics can be computed by means 52 of the compute patch metrics df method as in: Table 3 . Example data frame of landscape-level metrics.
Customizing the landscape analysis 66
While a vast collection of metrics have been proposed over the literature of the last 67 decades, many of them are highly correlated with one another. As a matter of fact,
68
Riitters et al. [8] found that the characteristics represented by 55 prevalent landscape 69 metrics could be reduced to only 6 independent factors. Therefore, analysis cases tend 70 to consider a limited subset of metrics. To that end, the three methods that compute 71 data frames of metrics showcased above can be customized by means of the metrics 72 keyword argument as in:
which will return a pandas data frame where only the specified metrics will appear 74 as columns.
75
On the other hand, certain metrics allow for some customization concerning the way 76 in which they are computed. In PyLandStats, each metric is defined in its dedicated 77 method in the Landscape class, which includes metric-specific keyword arguments that 78 allow controlling how the metric is computed. For instance, when computing the edge 79 3/18 density (ED), the user might decide whether edges between LULC pixels and no-data 80 pixels (e.g., landscape boundaries) are considered, or whether the area should be 81 converted to hectares. By default, PyLandStats computes the metrics according to the 82 definitions specified in FRAGSTATS v4 [5] (see also Code S5), and therefore does not 83 consider edges between LULC pixels and no-data pixels, and converts areas to hectares. 84 Nevertheless, the user might decide to change that by providing the count boundary 85 and hectares keyword arguments to the edge density method as in: Table 4 . Example of a data frame of class-level metrics computed with custom metrics and metrics kws keyword arguments.
Note that the metrics and metric kws keyword arguments work in the same way 100 for the compute patch metrics df and compute landscape metrics df methods. When initializing a SpatioTemporalAnalysis instance, a Landscape instance will 108 be created for each of the landscape snapshots provided as first argument.
109
Computing spatiotemporal data frames 110 Once a SpatioTemporalAnalysis instance has been initialized, the data frames of class 111 and landscape-level metrics are available as the Python properties class metrics df 112 and landscape metrics df respectively. For instance, following the snippet above, the 113 data frame of class-level metrics can be obtained as in: 114 > sta.class_metrics_df which will return a data frame indexed by both the class value and date, as depicted 115 in Table 5 Table 5 . Example data frame of class-level metrics for a spatiotemporal analysis.
Similarly, the data frame of landscape metrics can be obtained as follows:
where the resulting data frame will be indexed by the dates as depicted in Table 6 . Example data frame of landscape-level metrics for a spatiotemporal analysis.
Note that PyLandStats does not compute data frames for spatiotemporal analyses at 119 the patch level, given that new patches emerge and others disappear over the years and 120 therefore there is no common index upon which the data frames of patch-level metrics 121 for different snapshots could be assembled.
Customizing the spatiotemporal analysis 123
As with the Landscape class, the SpatioTemporalAnalysis class also provides a 124 mechanism to customize how each metric is computed by means of the the metrics and 125 metric kws arguments. However, in spatiotemporal analyses, they must be provided as 126 keyword arguments of the initialization method of the SpatioTemporalAnalysis class. 127 Additionally, a list of LULC class values might be provided to the classes keyword 128 argument in order to compute the metrics for the specified subset of classes only. The 129 three keyword arguments are complimentary and might therefore be used in conjunction 130 as in: Table 7 . Example of a data frame of class-level metrics for a spatiotemporal analysis computed with custom classes, metrics and metrics kws keyword arguments.
The fact that the above keyword arguments are passed to the 133 SpatioTemporalAnalysis initialization method implies that the chosen subset of 134 metrics, classes or customizations of how the metrics are computed cannot be changed 135 except by initializing another SpatioTemporalAnalysis instance with different 136 arguments. Therefore, if the user does not know which metrics or classes will need, the 137 best approach is probably to compute them all and filter the data frames later if needed. 138 Also note that although provided within the metrics keyword argument, the Shannon's 139 diversity index does not appear in the data frame of Table 7 since it can only be 140 computed at the landscape level. Analogously, the proportion of landscape will not 141 appear in the data frame of class-level metrics.
142
Plotting the evolution of metrics 143 One of the most important features of the SpatioTemporalAnalysis class is plotting 144 the evolution of the metrics. To that end, the class features the plot metric method, 145 which takes the slug of the metric to be plotted as first argument. In order to plot the 146 evolution of a metric at the class level, the value of the LULC class must be passed to 147 the class val keyword argument as in:
148 # a class value of 1 represents "urban" LULC > sta.plot_metric('proportion_of_landscape', class_val=1)
which will produce a plot for the metric at the class level as depicted in Figure 1 . In order to customize the resulting plot, the plot metric method accepts, among 154 other keyword arguments, a plt kws keyword argument that will be forwarded to the 155 matplotlib's plot method (see the chapter "2. Spatiotemporal analysis" of Text S1).
156

Gradient analysis 157
Gradient analysis is a well-established approach within ecological studies which consists 158 on evaluating the spatial variation of the environmental characteristics as one moves 159 progressively from the highly-developed urban cores to the less intense suburbs until the 160 rural and natural hinterlands [9] . The PyLandStats library features two classes that 161 might be used for such purpose. The first is BufferAnalysis, which segments a given 162 landscape based on a series of buffers of increasing distances around a feature of 163 interest, whereas the more generic GradientAnalysis allows the user to freely choose 164 how the landscape is segmented by providing a list of NumPy masks. where the BufferAnalysis instance will generate the landscape of interest for each 171 buffer distance by masking the pixels of the input raster, as illustrated in Figure 3 . On the other hand, the base mask argument might also be a polygon geometry (e.g., 173 administrative boundaries) instead of a point. In such case, note that the list of buffer 174 distances might start from zero in order to start computing the metrics for the region 175 defined by the polygon geometry itself.
176
Like SpatioTemporalAnalysis, the data frames of class and landscape-level metrics 177 can be obtained through the class metrics df and landscape metrics df 178 respectively. For instance, the following snippet: 179 > ba.class_metrics_df will return a data frame indexed by both the class value and buffer distance, as 180 depicted in Table 8 Table 8 . Example data frame of class-level metrics for a buffer analysis.
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Like SpatioTemporalAnalysis, the classes and metrics that are considered in the 182 analysis, and how metrics are computed can be customized by providing the classes, 183 metrics and metrics kws keyword arguments respectively to the initialization of 184 BufferAnalysis (see the chapter "3. Gradient analysis" of Text S1).
185
On the other hand, and also analogously to the SpatioTemporalAnalysis class, the 186 metrics computed for each buffer distance in a BufferAnalysis instance can be plotted 187 by means of the plot metric method. Again, plot metric takes an optional 188 class val keyword argument that if provided, plots the metric at the class level, and 189 otherwise, plots the metric at the landscape level. For instance, the following snippet:
will produce a plot for the metric at the class level as depicted in Figure 4 . where BufferAnalysis will generate the landscapes as depicted in Figure 5 .
199
Under such circumstances, the buffer distance of each in the data frame of class and 200 landscape-level metrics will be strings that represent the buffer distances that 201 correspond to the start and end of each ring, as depicted in Table 9 Table 9 . Example data frame of class-level metrics for a buffer analysis computing the metrics for the buffer rings.
Analogously, plotting how a metric is computed for each buffer ring will produce a 203 figure with the x axis as depicted in Figure 6 . . Example of a plot for a class-level metric in a buffer analysis that computes the metrics for the buffer rings. The x axis delineates three discrete points, each corresponding to a buffer ring, and whose label represents the ring's start and end buffer distance.
Generic and customizable gradient analysis 205
In certain analysis cases, the user might consider more appropriate to compute the 206 metrics along a decomoposition of the landscape different than concentric buffers, for 207 example, rectangular transects. To that end, PyLandStats features the 208 GradientAnalysis class, which instead of a base mask, accepts a list of boolean arrays 209 of the same shape of our landscape as masks to define our transects (or any other type 210 of subregion really where the variable masks arr will be a list of three NumPy boolean arrays, each 212 corresponding to a distinct rectangular transect, as plotted in Figure 7 . where GradientAnalysis will generate the landscapes as depicted in Figure 8 .
220 Figure 8 . Landscapes generated by instantiating a GradientAnalysis for three rectangular transects.
Again, GradientAnalysis can also customized by providing the classes, metrics 221 and metrics kws keyword arguments to the initialization method. The data frames of 222 metrics will be indexed by the values provided to the keyword argument 223 attribute values as depicted in Table 10 .
224
In order to plot a metric's computed value for each subregion, the class will produce a plot for the metric at the class level as depicted in Figure 9 . Table 10 . Example data frame of class-level metrics in a gradient analysis of three transects. Landscape metrics are very sensitive to scale, that is, to the pixel resolution and 231 especially to the spatial extent of the considered map [1, 10, 11] . To overcome such 232 shortcoming, landscape ecologists often turn to methods of multiscale analysis which 233 explicitly consider multiple scales, both in terms of resolution and map extents [12] . In 234 fact, the gradient analysis methods presented above are themselves multiscale analysis 235 approaches since they explicitly consider multiple map extents. Accordingly, the 236 BufferAnalysis and GradientAnalysis classes might be employed to obtain 237 scalograms, namely, response curves of the metrics to changing the map extent [13] . SpatioTemporalBufferAnalysis class, which is instantiated like a BufferAnalysis 242 except that the first argument is a temporally-ordered list of landscape raster snapshots 243 -like in the SpatioTemporalAnalysis class -instead of a single raster landscape. In 244 addition, like the SpatioTemporalAnalysis class, a list with the dates that correspond 245 to each of the landscape snapshots can be passed to the keyword argument dates.
246
Putting it all together, SpatioTemporalBufferAnalysis can be instantiated as in:
247
# Note:`input_filepaths`is a list (like in`SpatioTemporalAnalysis`) > stba = pls.SpatioTemporalBufferAnalysis( input_filepaths, base_mask, buffer_dists, base_mask_crs=base_mask_crs, dates= [2000, 2006, 2012] )
Like BufferAnalysis, a SpatioTemporalBufferAnalysis can also be instantiated 248 from a polygon geometry. On the other hand, likewise SpatioTemporalAnalysis,
249
BufferAnalysis and GradientAnalysis, a SpatioTemporalBufferAnalysis can also 250 be customized by providing the classes, metrics and metrics kws keyword 251 12/18 arguments to the initialization method. Again, the data frame of class and 252 landscape-level metrics can be accessed through the class metrics df and 253 landscape metrics df properties. For SpatioTemporalBufferAnalysis instances, 254 such data frames are indexed by the buffer distances and the snapshot dates (and also 255 by the LULC class values in the class-level data frame, as depicted in Table 11 will plot the temporal evolution of the area-weighted fractal dimension at the 260 landscape level for the three buffer distances in the same axis, producing an output as 261 depicted in Figure 10 .
262 Figure 10 . Example of a plot for a landscape-level metric in a spatiotemporal buffer analysis.
Although this is beyond the scope of the present article, the above plot suggests that 263 the area-weighted fractal dimension shows a predictable response to changing the 264 spatial extent of the considered landscape [13, 14] . 265 
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The PyLandStats library have dependences that cannot be installed with pip, namely the Geospatial Data 276 Abstraction Library (GDAL) and the Geometry Engine Open Source (GEOS). In order 277 to use these two PyLandStats classes, GDAL and GEOS must be present at the time of 278 installing PyLandStats, which in this case will further require specifying the geo extra 279 requirements as in: 
283
The documentation of PyLandStats is hosted in Read the Docs 6 and is also available 284 in Text S1. Additionally, a collection of example notebooks with a thorough overview of 285 PyLandStats's features is provided at a dedicated GitHub repository 7 , which can be 286 executed interactively online by means of the Binder web service [15] . On the other 287 hand, an example application of PyLandStats in an academic article can be found in 288 the analysis of the spatiotemporal patterns of urbanization of three Swiss urban 289 agglomerations by Bosch and Chenal [16] , and all the code and materials necessary to 290 reproduce the results are available in a dedicated GitHub repository 8 .
291
Dependencies and implementation details 292
The PyLandStats package is fully implemented in Python, and requires the Python 293 packages NumPy, SciPy, pandas, matplotlib, rasterio. The first four are among the most 294 popular packages for scientific and data-centric Python and are used for a wide-variety 295 of scientific needs, whereas rasterio is a popular library to read and write geospatial 296 raster data. In PyLandStats, NumPy arrays are used to represent landscapes and 297 patch-level metrics. In addition, NumPy functions are used in the computations of all 298 the implemented landscape metrics. The SciPy library is used to segment the patches in 299 the landscape arrays, compute the inter patch nearest-neigbor distances, and to 300 compute the coefficient of variation of the patch-level landscape metrics. The pandas 301 data frames are used to build the data frames of landscape metrics, matplotlib is used 302 to produce the plots and rasterio is used to read raster data, plot the landscapes as well 303 as to rasterize the vector geometries used in BufferAnalysis and 304 SpatioTemporalBufferAnalysis. As noted above, the foregoing two classes further 305 require the GeoPandas and Shapely Python packages.
306
The implementation of PyLandStats is organized in Python modules, where the 307 classes described throughout this paper are defined. Such object-oriented design offers 308 many advantages. On the one hand, it allows both for a conceptual separation and 309 reusability of the functionalities, which enhances the maintainability and extensibility of 310 PyLandStats. On the other hand, Python properties serve to cache results that are 311 computationally expensive to obtain, which can later be accessed in constant (almost 312 immediate) time. This mechanism is exploited to cache end results such as the data 313 frames of landscape metrics, as well as to cache intermediate results that are later used 314 to compute the metrics. More precisely, instances of the Landscape class cache the list 315 of patches, each with its respective LULC class, area, perimeter and nearest-neigbhor 316 distance, as well as the pixel adjacency matrix, i.e., the number of adjacencies between 317 pixels of each landscape class (including adjacencies between pixels of the same class). 318 Caching such information serves not only to significantly speed-up the computation of 319 the landscape metrics, but also eases the task of implementing new ones, since the vast 320 majority of landscape metrics found throughout the academic literature can be 321 straight-forwardly implemented by making use of such cached properties.
322
Regarding the performance, the most expensive operations of PyLandStats are the 323 computation adjacency matrix, and more importantly, the computation of the inter 324 patch nearest-neighbor distances. The code for the former is transformed from Python 325 to C++ by means of the Pythran ahead-of-time compiler [17] , which achieves speed-ups 326 of an order of magnitude of three. The code for the latter consists of a slow nested 327 Python loop that iterates over each patch of each class and employs SciPy's 328 implementation of the K-d tree in Cython [18] in order to find the nearest neigbor of 329 each patch. The computation of the inter patch nearest-neighbor distances is by far the 330 main performance bottleneck of PyLandStats, and it is therefore recommended that in 331 analysis cases that do not require computing euclidean nearest-neighbor metrics avoid 332 its computation by making use of the metrics keyword argument as explained above.
333
The utility and future of PyLandStats
334
There have been many other freely-available software to compute landscape metrics [6] . 335 By far, the most popular one has been FRAGSTATS [19] , which allows computing a 336 wide variety of landscape metrics within a graphical user interface, and whose recent 337 versions can also be executed within ArcGIS and the R programming language. Despite 338 its popularity and its vast documentation, the main shortcoming of FRAGSTATS is 339 that it is not open source, which hinders the user's ability to develop new contributions 340 and to integrate it within advanced computational workflows. Recently, the open-source 341 R package landscapemetrics [20] has been developed to overcome such shortcomings.
342
Like FRAGSTATS, the package includes a vast collection of thoroughly-documented 343 landscape metrics, yet unlike FRAGSTATS, landscapemetrics is open source and is 344 based on a well-established spatial framework in R. On the other hand, the only 345 available tool to compute landscape metrics in Python is the LecoS package [21] , which 346 is designed as a QGIS plugin.
347
The design of PyLandStats offers important advantages with respect to the packages 348 reviewed above. Firstly, unlike FRAGSTATS, PyLandStats is open source and it is 349 therefore straightfoward for users to contribute to its development on its GitHub 350 15/18 repository. Secondly, PyLandStats is an alternative to landscapemetrics for those users 351 that prefer to write their computational workflow in Python rather than R. 352 Additionally, the cache mechanisms included within PyLandStats make it more suitable 353 for experimentation in interactive environments such as Jupyter notebooks [22] , since it 354 ensures that the marginal cost of subsequent calls to compute a metric are minimal.
Code S5
391
Comparison of the metrics computed in FRAGSTATS v4 and PyLandStats for the 392 canton of Vaud (Switzerland), as Jupyter Notebook (IPYNB). 393 https://github.com/martibosch/pylandstats-notebooks/blob/biorxiv/ 394 notebooks/A01-fragstats-comparison.ipynb 395
